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Further static and forward s~eed tests have been made 
in the 40 x 80 foot ~ind tunnel at the Ames Research Center, 
NASA, of a large-scale, eJector-powered V/STOL a~rcraft model. 
Modifications had been made to the model following earlier 
tests pr1mar1ly to improve longitudir.al accelerat10n capabil~ty 
during transition from hovering to w1ng-borne fl1ght. A rear-
ward deflect~on of the fuselage augmentor thrust vector was 
shown to be benefic1al ~n this regard. Other augmentor modi-
ficat10ns were tested, notably the removal of both endplates, 
which improv~d acceleration performance at the higher trans-
ition speeds. The model tests again demonstrated min1mal 
interfererce of the fuselage augmentor on aerodynamic 11ft. 
\ 
A flapped canard surface also showed negligible ~nfluence on 
the performance of the wing and of the fuselage augmentor. 
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Initial static and wind tunnel tests of the large-scale 
model of the DHC 'external-auqrnentor' V/STOL concept were 
undertaken in 1977-78 and reported 1n References 1, 2 and 3. 
Two further wind tunnel tests have now been compl~ted, the 
results from which have been combined to form the present test 
report. The model is fully d~scribed 1n References 4 and 5. 
Descriptions of the concept together with an overview of test 
results have been published in Re(erences 6 und 7. 
The object1ves addressed in these latest tests were to 
investigate the effects of the following: 
(a) Vectoring of the fuselage augmentor thrust (the augmentor 
nozzles were deflected rearward by 12~0). 
(b) Fuselage augme~tor throttling (the diffuser area rat10 
was reduced from 1.6 to 0.5 at forward speed). 
(c) Thrust transfer from fuselage augmentor nozzles to a 
rear propulsion nozzle (1ndividual fuselage augmentor 
nozzles were 'blanked-off' in several arrangements). 
(d) Removal of fuselage augmentor endplates at fon~ard speed 
(normally required statically to ma1ntain a high thrust 
augmentat10n ratio). 
(e) Fuselage augmentor inlet vanes (two diffe=ent arrangements 
to improve flow 1nto the augmentor at high forward speed). 
(f) Le' ·~ng-edge slat on outboard ~ing panels (~o ellminate 
a previously observed w~ng stall) • 
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(g) Canard surtace interference on wing and fuselage 
augmentor. 
(h) 'Wing-born~' configurat~on (i.e. fuselage augmentor seaJ 
and all fuselage augmentor nozzle thrust transferred to 
the rear propuls~on nozzle, the w~ng augmentor remainin~ 
operational). 
The research work described here was conducted by De 
Havilland Aircraft of Canada (DHC) in cooperat~on with the 
Ames Research Center, NASA: the work was funded Jointly by 
the Canadian Department of Nat~onal Defence and NASA and unde 
















4. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL AND TESTS 
4.1 Model 
A three-view drawing of the model is given in 
Figure 1. Photographs of the model in the 40 x 80 foot 
wind tunnel at the Ames Research Center are reproduced as 
Figures 2 and 3. 
data. 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 list pert~nent geometr~cal 
The model geometry is the same as in the earlier 
tests, w1th the following exceptions:-
(a) Deflected fuselage auamentor nozzles. 
The fuselage augmentor nozzles were 'tw~sted' through 
12;0 to provide an axial component of thrust to improve long1-
tudinal acceleration during transition. Figure 4 shows ho~ 
a 'twisted' segment was inserted ~nto the basic nozzle to 
achieve the des1red thrust deflection. 
To maintain control over the flow at the augmentor 
endplates, the nozzle-to-endplate spacing has been retained 
at ~ pitch, hot. The inlet fa~r1ngs and endplate locations 
have been modified accordingly, as shown in Figl!re 5. Two 
nozzles have been removed at the aft end of the augment or to 
allow the rear endplate to remain within the exist1ng augmentor 
door. This slightly decreased the fuselage/wing thrust split 
ratio, a favourable trend for improv1ng transition. 
(b) H1nged fuselage augmentor aoors. 
A rev1sed door att~chment schame (Figure 6) was 
introduced to allow a wide r~nge of diffuser area rat~o and 
6 



























yet still provide an essentially air-tight hinge. This 
feature will be most useful for future static tests when 
augmentor opt~mizat~on w~ll be pursued. 
(c) Inlet turning vanes for fuselage augmentor. 
Two designs of vanes were tested in an attempt to 
improve fl~w through the fuseldge augmentor at forward speec 
These are shown ~n Figure 7. 
(d) Augmentor ~nlet cover plates. 
As pare of the trans~tion studies, a longitudinall 
shortened augmentor wa3 tested. F~gure 8 shows how covers 
with inlet fair~ngs were installed over the forward and rear quarters of the augmentor inlet leav~ng only the middle half 
of the augmentor operdt~onal. Nozzles under the covers were blanked-off. Augmentor endplates were removed and the aug-
mentor door f~xed at the required DAR by strut braces at the 
lower end of the doors. 
(e) Lead~ng edge slat for outboard wing panel. 
A simp:e slat WdS attached to the outboard wing 
panels to extend the angle of attack range before lead~ng 
edge stall occurred. Deta~ls are given in Figure 9. 
(f) Canard surface. 
A canard with leading edge slat and a pla~n flap (Figure 10) was mounted as sho\m in Figure 1. The flap was 
remotely controllable over the range 00 to 300 and the canard ~ncidence could be manually set in incremer.ts of 100 in the 






(g) Scaled augmentor. 
For tests representing the case where the fuselage 
augmentor was shut down, inlet covers were 1nstalled, the 
augrnentor doors were removed and replaced with plywood panels 
in the 'closed door' position (see Fjgure 11). All the fuse-
lage augrnentor nozzles were blanked-off and a propulsion 
nozzle of e~_ivalen~ area fitted to the rear end of the 
fuselage duct. The w1ng augmentor remained operational. 
(h) Revised auqmentor exit rake. 
A new augmentor exit rakd was made w1th pitot and 
static tubes inclined 150 to align w1th the expected fuselage 
augmentor efflux direct10n (Figure 12). 
(i) Fuselage base instrumentat10n. 
A false base was installed, as shown in Figure 13, 
containing surface static press~re taps and thermocouples. 
4.2 Thrust Loading 
As noted 1n Reference 3, the design thrust loading 
for the model was 60 lb/ft~ At the elevated temperatures 
generated in the 40 x 80 foot wind tunnpl (up to l3SoF) the 
maximum nozzle pressure ratio was limited to 2.5 (compared 
with the standard day des1gn value of 3.5) and the thrust 
loading was correspondingly reduced to 35 lb/ft~ Some of 
the later tests in the wind tunnel were further restricted 
by noise abatement requ1rements and an even lower thrust 
loading was necessary. The full scale, or equivalent, fl1ght 
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load~ng so that appropr~ate factors may be applied to the 
tunnel q to obta~n equivalent full-scale dynam~c head. 
4.3 Reference Pressure Ratio 
The J97 engine thrust was set during tests by refer-
ence to a read~ng of the stat~c pressure in the fuselage duct 
located just upstream of the f~rst fuselage augmentor nozzle 
off-take (see locat~on PFl in Figure 14). This pressure is 
expressed as a Reference Pressure Ratio 
RPR = PFI 
Pa 
and is used throughout this report. The total pressure 
measured at the ex~t plane of the fuselage augmentor nozzles 
was approx~mately 9.6% greater than the reference stat~c 
pressure, PFl. Hence with RPR = 2.30 (a value used for most 
of the forward speed tests) the average nozzle press'.lre rat~o 
(NPR) was 2.52. 
4.4 Data Reduct~on 
For all force and moment data, the thrust of the 
small trim nozzle In the redr fuselag~ was subtracted from 
the balance values. The ~nlet momentum drag of the J97 
eng~ne was not subtracted. 
Wind tunnel boundary correct~ons were based on 
aerody~am~c or effect~ve l~ft (the total l~ft less the re-
active l~ft components of the stat~c augmented thrusts of 
the fuselage and w~ng augmentors). Effect~ve l~ft coeffic~enl 
is given oy: 





The follow~ng boundary correct~ons were then made: 
~ 
Co 
= o<~ + 0.3538 CL aero 
= Co 
u 
+ 0.0062 (CL \2 
aero) 
The corrected coeff~c~ent data were then used to 
compute the force rat~os 
LIT' O/T ' M/THe 
• H H 
where TH i.: the augmented thrust of the model in the "hover~ng" 
configurat~on, i.e. the sum of the fuselage augmentor thrust 
and the wing augmentor thrust. The former is the value 
determ~ned from stat~c test measurements w~th the nozzles 
deflected aft 12.5 degrees, all nozzles operat~ng, endplates 
on and d~tfuser area ratio = ~.6. It ~ncludas a small loss 
due to negat~ve base thrust (see Sect~on 5). The wing aug-
mentor thrust ~s the value determined from stat~c test measure-
ments with the w~ng/flap fa~r~ng off. Th~s fa~r~ng g~ves 
rise to a small loss ~n t~rust at large deflect~on angles 
(see Reference 8) wh~ch is d~scounted ~n the evaluation of TH. 
Note that the gross w~ng area used to define force 
and moment coeff~c~ents LS the area of the complete wLng, 
including the forward part conta~n~ng the fuselage augmentor, 
plus the projected area of the complete wing w~thin the fuse-
lage. The gross area of the w~ng without the forward part 






















5. STATIC TEST RESULTS 
For static tests in the wind tunnel working section, 
the model was mounted on the standard balance struts and 
was therefore about 18 feet above the tunnel floor, well out 
of ground effect. The overhead tunnel door~ were opened 
wide to minimize recirculation effects and run tines were 
kept ihort to reduce build-up of tunnel q. 
The quantities of interest der1ved from the present 
static tests were the gross thrust augmentation ratio 
cft;-Ff-B '= JL:~ of- D~ I XN~ 
and the average jet efflux angle 
eF~ = tartl(-DF) IF'+~ 
where L(F + B) = L - Lw 
OF = ° - Ow + XN R 
) 
)suff1X F relates to 
) 








the wing augmentor thrust 
components at the model c 
stat1c test att1tude of ~ = 0 
Lw = SC'G • XN sin J F W W 
Ow = -SC'G XN cos~F W W 
and XN = R 
the rear propulsion nozzle thrust, if any. 
The fuselage augmentor nozzle thrust, XN ' F 
was assumed to 
be 25/27 of the previously determ1ned value for the VTOL 1 con-
figurat10n (as in Reference 1), since t'IO nozzles had been 
removed from each nozzle array for the present configurat1on 
(as shown in Figure 5). 
The subscr1pt 'F + a', meaning 'fuselage augmentor plus 
base', ~ign1fies that the base thrust effect 1S 1ncluded in 
11 
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the calculated augmentation ratio and efflux angle. Base 
thrust data became available only in the VTOL 3 test program 
when the pressure instrumentation was added (see Figure 13). 
The base thrust arises from a small base pressure, negatlve 
in free-air, which is generated between the two fuselage aug-
mentor effluxes. Subsequent static tests (Reference 8) have 
shown, however, that the negative base pressure causes an 
increase in thrust augmentation of the fuselage augmentor 
which almost offsets the base thrust. Nevertheless, the 
subscript 'F + a' is retained to indicate that the data refer 
to the complete 'fuselage augmentor plus basel configuration. 
Figures 15 and 16 present ~G and SF + a respectively F + B 
versus RPR for each of the configuratlons tested. A summary 
of the results at RPR = 2.3 is given in Table 6. 
For the basic augmentor, i.e., DAR = 1.6, endplates on 
and full set of 25 nozzles operating, ~G was determlned 
F + a to be about 1.50 to 1.57 in the VTO~ 2 tests at RPR = 2.30. 
The scatter was partly due to the degree of endplate flow 
attachment generated by the jet efflux from the flrst and 
last nozzles of tne array. The clearance between these 
nozzles and the endplates was initially too large and some 
experimentatlon was done in tnls area. 
Cold flow tests at DHC had shown that a 150 efflux 
deflectlon (or \thrust vectorlng) of the fuselage augmentor 
thrust would be obtalned if the nozzle angle was a few degrees 
less (l2~0 was actually chosen for the J97 powered model). 
12 








This arose from the augmentor internal flow having to cross 
the diffuser ~sobars non-orthogonally (viz. 90 - 12.5 = 77.50 
initially), as shown in Figure 17. The collected efflux 
angle data of Figure 16 indicate a deflection of about 150 
for the basic augmentor. 
The collected static test data also show the effects of 
diffuser area ratio, removing front or both endplates, blanki 
off alternate nozzles, blanking-off all but the centre half 0 
the nozzles, etc. These changes reflect naturally ~n the 
. forward sp~ed data. 
Figure 18 shows a comparison between the deflected aug-
mentor nozzle results of the present tests with those of the 
undeflected nozzle tests of the VTOL 1 augmentor (Reference 3) 
With base thrust effects included, the augmentation ratio 
~G is seen to decrease by about 5 counts due to the ~ozzl F + B 
deflection of 12.5 degrees. 
Installation of the augmentor exit rake had no d~scernibl 
effect on thrust augmentation ratio but caused small Iaduction 
in jet d~flection ar-'e (as shown in Figure 19). 
for this are not fully understood. 
The reasons 
It should be noted that the derivat~on of ~G is more 
F + ~ direct (and reliable) for configurations with l~ ~ 0 ~ecause 
in such cases, it is not necessary to make assumpt~ons with 
respect to the thrust of the wing augmentor • 
13 
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6. FORWARD SPEED RESULTS 
6.1 Presentation of Transition Performance 
An important area of interest at the present stage of 
development relates to the optimizat1on of acceleration 
capability from hover to wing-borne flight during which the 
. 
fuselage augmentor is progressively shut down and eventually 
sealed with appropr1ate folding doors. The rear propulsion 
nozzle is correspond1ngly increased in area to accept the 
transferred fuselage augmentor nozzle thrust. The angle> of 
attack range during transition is important, too, as is the 
pitching moment. However, the m~ment is amenable to change 
by configuration layout and by appropr1ate 'blanking' of 
fuselage augmentor no~zles during transition. 
A limited number of configurat1ons have been tested 
in the wind tunnel to explore the effects of flap angle, 
diffuser area ratio, and thrust transfer on transition 
characteristics. These are listed in Table 7. The force 
data for these conf1gurations are presented 1n Figures 20 
through 48 in the format 
L/ T vs o.C. 
H 
L/ vs O/T 
TH H 
L/ vs M/T -
TH HC 
The denominator, T i , is the take-off thrust in 
the 
hovering configurat1on as defined in Sect10n 4.4. 
14 
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These data relate to a fuselage augmentor with nozzl& angle 
(EN) deflected 12~0 rearward relative to the vertical datum of 
the aircraft. The data may be interpreted in either of two 
ways: 
(i) nozzle angle [N = l2~0 and fixed, this being 
the basis of analysis (or interpretation) 
presented here. 
(ii) nozzle angle variuble, in which case the 
results provida a set of data for one valu~ of 
~N only, in a possible range of -100 to +400 , 
say. 
For a VTOL aircraft, it is necessary that TH be 
greater than the take-off weight to allow for vertical 
accelerat~on and for excess thrust for control and trim 
purposes • When compar~ng the various trans~tion conf~gura-
tions, a value of TH = 1.10 has been taken as a typical ~ 
reference value. The drag ratio, O/T ' during transition, is H 
obtained from the w~nd tunnel data at a lift ratio g~ven by 
L/ 
TH 
= w = 0.91 1. 10 \V 
since L = W if negl~g~ble vert~cal accelerat~on is used once 
the VTOL aircraft has started to pick cp forward speed. This 
also assumes that the hovering or take-off level of thrust is 
maintained during ·.he transition maneuver. 
From the drag ratio 0/ the longitudinal acce1era-
TH 
tion ~s given by 
Acc£ = - 0/ = - 1.10 (~) 
W TH 
acc!:! ~n g's) 
15 
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This value of acceleration has been plotted to show 
transition performance (Figures 49 through 55) as a function 
of forward speed. In these figures the forward speed is the 
value e~uivalent to that for a VTOL aircraft having the same 
aerodynamic characteristics as the present model but operating 
at its design value of thrust loading, 
i.e. (THis) . = 60 lb/rt2 
Des~gn 
The wind tunnel model would have given this load~ng 
at standard day conditions with a J97 engine operat~ng at its 
design pressure ratio (NPR = 3.5). Due to the high temper-
atures encountered in the wind tunnel the model was operated 
at a reduced power setting which generated a thrust load~ng 
less than the design value, as described in Section 4.2. The 
wind tunnel tests were conducted at correspondingly lo\."ered 
wind speeds to generate the same Jet thrust coefficient, 
CJ ' as the 'full-scale aircraft'. AUG 
Table 8 gives a summary of transition performance, 
i.e. accelerat~on, angle of attack and pitch~ng moment for 
TH = 1.10 and TH = 60 lb/ft2 as descr~bed above. The 
IL IS 
table also records the model conf~gurat~on, ~ts ident~fication 
code and the figure number of the force data plot. 
6.2 Basic Augmentor Configurat~on 
The 'bas~c' augmentor is that used for hover~ng. 
It generates the greatest thrust augmentat~on. In these 
tests therefore, the configuration is defined by all nozzles 
operating (bue deflected 12~o), endplates on and d~ffuser 
area ratio set to 1.60. 
16 
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Tests were conducted with flap deflections of 0, 30 
and 450 . The augmentor exit rake was installed for some test 
and affected test results as described below. The effect of 
flap angle on accelerat10n and angle of attack in level flight 
is ~hown in Figure 49. It can be seen that a large flap 
deflection permits a greater acceleration but requ1res a large 
1l0sedown model attitude. A representative, practical 
deflection is probably about 300 and will allow accelerat10n 
up to about 130 knots (Figure 49(b), rake-off data) with a 
nos~ down attitude (~) not exceeding -130 • 
Interference effects of the augmentor ey.it rake on 
performance at forward speed were unexpectedly large in the 
VTOL 2 tests (see Figure 50(a) and (b» although much useful 
informat~·:'n on augmentor exit flow distribution was collected • 
(See Section 6.9.) In the VTOL 3 tests, the interference was 
smaller (Figure 50(c» but the rake was removed for most of 
the tests. 
6.3 Intermediate Augmentor Configurat10ns 
These fall into three categories 
(a) reductions in diffuser area ratio 
(b) removal of one or both endplates 
(c) thrust transfer (by blank1ng some augmentor 
nozzles and 1ncreas1ng propulsion nozzle area). 
The tested configurat10ns (see Table 7) often 
comoined all three modificat10ns as attempts were made to 
maximize acceleration capability and to s1mpl1fy the augmentor 
conf1guration. 
17 
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In the first category, reduction of DAR, Figures 
51(a) and (b) show no favourable effect with the 'full 
• 0 
nozzle set' augmentor at ~F = 45 but some advantage at high 
speed with the 'alternate nozzles blanked' configuration • 
The acceleration data reflect the relative magnitudes of the 
major force components, v~z. augmentor inlet momentum drag, 
propulsion nozzle thrust and d~ag due to lift. It should be 
noted that the nose down attltude ~s reduced as augmentor 
thrust is reduced (by throttllng or thrust transfer). Aero-
dynamic lift then replaces Jet l~ft. 
With augmentor endplates off, the effect of reducing 
DAR is velY small. F~gures 52(a), (b) and (c) show test 
results with the three different nozzle configurations, i.e. 
full nozzles, alternate nozzles and 'centre' nozzles • 
The cas~ with only the front endplate off (Figure 
53) falls somewhere between the endplates on and endplates 
off test results. Reducing DAR with the full nozzle set at 
6F = 300 lowered the acceleration capabil~ty in the speed 
range of interest. 
In the second ca~egory, remova~ of one or both 
endplates, a s~gnificant improvement in acceleration per-
forrnance was produced by removing the front endplate. (See 
Figures 54(a) and (b». It is presumed that the ~ncreased 
deflection of the fuselage augmentor efflux (see Sect~on 5) 
gave rise to this improvement. There was some benef~t 
obrained by remov~ng both endplates, a result of some con-
siderable pract~cal significance. 
18 
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In the third category, thrust transfer, a benefit 
was recorded above about 100 knots (see Figure 55(a» w~th 
alternate nozzles blanked-off and with SF = 300 • There was 
no improvement, however, with the flap set at 450 , (F~gure 
55 (b» • The best results were obtained with the "centre 
nozzles" configuration and endplates off (Figure 55(c». 
Inlet fa~rings or covers over the blanked-off nozzles at the 
front and back of the augr.lentor (Figure 8) had no effect on 
the test data. 
Some representat~ve test data of intermediate 
transit~on configurations are given in Figure 56 in the more 
usual force coeff~cient format. These may be compared w~th 
the wing-borne data shown in Figure 61. 
6.4 Augmentor Sealed (W1ng-Borne) Configurat10n 
This configurat~on is one where all the fuselage 
augmentor nozzle area has been blanked-off and replaced w1th 
equivalent propulsion nozzle area in the rear fuselage. The 
wing augmentor was operat1ng as usual but the fuselage aug-
mentor doors were "retracted" (in practice, replaced w1th 
plywood panels to s1mulate the retracted posit10n, see 
Figure 11). The fuselage augmentor inlets were sealed with 
close-fitting light alloy covers, simulating intake doors on 
a VTOL aircraft in the closed position. 
The test data (F1gure 57) show an accelerat10n 
capability of about 0.4g at 100 knots. Performance 1S best 
at the lower flap angles but angle of attack becomes rather 





































at ~= + 100 at 100 knots. The corresponding lift co-
efficient is CL = 1.6 and the equivalent wing loading is 
W/S = 54.5 lb/ft2 based on gross wing area. 
6.5 Summarized Acceleration Capability 
The maximum recorded accelerations for the best 
configurations are shown in Figure 58 together with the 
associated angles of attack. Also shown are the accelerations 
available within the ~ limits of + 100 • These test data 
applied to a full-scale aircraft would allow acceleration to 
110 knots in about 10 seconds, covering abcut 1000 feet 
horizontally in the process. At lIe knots, transition from 
jet-borne to wing-borne flight could be achieved with a 
constant flap angle of 300 without exceed~ng the + 100 
attitude lim~tations. 
6.6 Pitch Tr~m 
The maJor components of the pitching moment ar~se 
from the deflected wing augmentor flap (nose down moments) 
and the fuselage augmentor inlet flow (nose up moment). 
At low forward speed the resultant moment would be minimized 
by appropr~ate cho~ce of aircraft layout and tr~mmed out by 
jet reaction ~ethods (using either the fuselage augmentor or 
separate 'puff-pipes'). At higher sPeeds, a ta~lplane or 
canard surface would provide the primary trim control. 
Pitching moments of the present model layout are 
shown in Figure 59 to g~ve an idea of present magn~tudes 
and are compared with the ava~lable contribut~on from the 
present canard surface (or an equivalent ta~lplane) at an 














6.7 Effect of Wing Leading-Edge Slat 
The outer wing pane~s showed a pronounced lead1ng 
edge stall during the VTOL 1 tests, the stalling angle be1ng 
a function of flap angle primarily. For the subsequent wind 
tunnel tests, a simple LIE slat (see Figure 9) was added. 
It provided excellent control of flow over the wing, as 
indicated by tufts, up to 0( = 240 or so. The flow on the 
slat upper surface w~s also attached. Test data are 
reproduced in F1gure 60. The improv~ment due to slat is 
evident at the large= angles of attack. This is more 
clearly seen when the test data are plotted w1th the react1ve 
thrust components removed (see Section 6.8, Figure 74). 
6.8 Interference Effects of Fuselage Augmentor 
6.8.1 Longitud1nal 
In the VTOL 3 wind tunnel tests some runs 
were made w1th the fuselage augmentor nozzles blanked-off 
and the augmentor closed and sealed (see Figure 11). A 
conical pcopuls10n nozzle of equal area was fitted to allow 
for transfer of th~ augmentor nozzle thrust. The 1nter- . 
fe=ence effects of the fuselage augmentor could then be 
obtained directly by difference between 'augmentor-on' and 
'augmentor-sealed' configurations. (Unfortunately, there 
was insufficient test t1me available to exam1ne direct10nal 
characterist1cs with augmentor-~ealed.) 
The 10ngitud1nal data, 1n coeff1c1ent form, 
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given in Figure 61 for flap angles of 150, 300 and 450 • 
The "effective lift coefficient" is given in Figure 62 for 
the same flap angles and for the three jet coeff1cients, 
CJ ' at wh1ch the tests were made. NW 
Cross-plots of CL eff 
at ~ = 00 ~F and CJ NW 
versus are g1ven in Figure 63. 
Lift curve slopes are plotted in Figure 64. Note that 
effective lift is defined as "total 11ft minus static, 
augmented lift", as defined in Section 4.4. 
In Figure 65 is given CL versus ~ for 
eff 
the 'aujmentor-on' configuration, the Jet-borne configuration 
with basic augmentor, i.e. full nozzle set, DAR = 1.6 and 
endplates on. The compa~isons in Figures 66 and 67 show 
very small interference effects of the fuselage augmentor 
on lift. 
Drag data for the w1ng-borne configuration 
are g1ven in Figure 68 1n the form CD 
eff 
versus CL 2 for the eff 
three flap angles and three Jet coefficients. The slope of 
these curves is approximately I/ffA The effect of fla~ 
angle is fairly small, as shown in Figure 69. 




i.e. Co = CD - CJ sin (cx...- SF) - CJ oC.OS(oL+J) eff AUGF AUG w F 
- CJ cos 0( • NR 
The comparative drag data with augmentor 
operating are given in Figures 70, 71 and 72 for the VTOL 1, 








is given in Figure 73. The slope is seen to be about '/~A 
provided the outboard wing leading-edge slat is on, as more 
clearly indicated in Figure 74. 
6.8.2 Lateral 
Some indication o~ the effect of fuselage 
augmentor on lateral data can be obtained from the effects 
of changing power setting, or CJ • Figures 75(a) and (b) AUG 
show a small dependence on CJ of all three lateral/ AUG 
directional coefficients. 
The effect of thrust vectoring the fuselage 
uugmentor efflux \/as small (Figure 76) as was the effect of 
removing the augmentor endplates (F1gure 77). 
6.9 Augrnentor EX1t Rake Results 
6.9.1 EXLt D1str1but10ns 
The fuselage augmentor exit rake (see F1gure 
12) was installed for some of the runs to obta1n eX1t total 
and static pressure distributions, from which were calculated 
veloc1ty distribut10ns. These, in turn, provided integrated 
thrust and mas~ flow data. Due to turbulence 1n the eX1: 
flow the rake thrust read1ngs are h1gher than the true 
(balance) values (this was discussed in Reference 3). 
However, for comparative purposes the rake data are qU1te 
valuable. 
The 10ngitud1nal d1stribution of eX1t thrust 
is first shown (F1gures 78 and 79) for the VTOL 2 and VTOL 3 
tests respect1vely w1th 'basic' augmentor. The degree of 
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the thrust level at each end of the augrnentor at q = O. At 
forward speed the exit thrust ~ncreases not~ceably espec~ally 
the rear 70% of the augmentor length. The VTOL 2 results 
show some thrust reduct~on over the tront 30%, an effect also 
noted in the VTOL 1 tests. The VTOL 3 results show a ge~eral 
improvement over VTOL 2 both in the front and rear portions of 
the augrnentor for reasons not fully unde=stood. 
A summation of the longitud~nal thrust dis-
tribution gives the total rake thrust which may be d~vided 
by the fuselage augmentor nozzl ~ ,-,lrust to g~ve an augmentat~or 
ratio ~G • The magn~ tude is t, ':'gh, due to turbulence, but 
RAI<''== 
the var~ation w~th RPR and forward speed ~s ~ndicat~ve of the 
real trends. Figure 80 shows results for the ba5~c augmentor 
from both VTOL 2 and VTOL 3 tests. 
The effect of angle of attack is qu~te small 
(F1gure 81) espec~ally for the VTOL 3 conf~gurdt~on (even 
though nom1nally the same as the VTOL 2 conf~guration). 
6.9.2 Augmentor Inlet Vanes 
Dur1ng the VTOL 1 w~nd tunnel tests (Reference 
3) some degradation 1n fuselage augmentor ex~~ veloc~ty d1S-
trlbut10n had been recorded at forward speed (uslng the eXlt 
rake) • This was tentat~vely attributed to a flow separatlon 
near the front ~nlet region. Subsequent tests (In VTOL 2 
and VTOL 3) with inlet vanes arranged to lmprove flow attach-
ment on the h~gh-curvature lnlet regions were not successful 









surface and stand-off tufts showed a notable change of flow 
direction and improvement in flow smoothness when the front 
endplate was removed (Run 8 of VTOL 3). The exit rake, 
unfortunately, was not installed for these tests. Further 
tuft studies in the region just ahead of the front endplate 
showed a flow separation from the outer edge of the front 
endplate (when installed) which was carried up over the w1ng 
leading-edge and into the fuselage augmentQr. This is 
illustrated in Figure 82. The problem is believed to be 
much allev1ated with the front endplate removed. 
·25 
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6.10 Canard Characteristics and Interference Effects 
6.10.1 Longitudinal 
Tests to investigate the magnitude of 
interference generated by a canard surface were made in both 
VTOL 2 and VTOL 3 wind tunnel programs. 
Longitudinal data in coefficient format are 
given in Figures 83 and 84. In Figure 85 the lift and moment 
data are plotted versus ~ for the two canard incidences, 
L,= ± 100 • The generated pitching moment increment for 
Ate. = 200 was ACl-1 = 0.090. With a canerd moment arm of 
I -c/c = 0.92, the corresponding lift increment would be 
A cL = 0.10. However, the measured increment was only 0.05, 
indicating that the downwash from the canard caused a download 
on the wing in the manner descr1bed in Reference 9, for 
e::=-~!, le. Interference of this type may also reduce the net 
canard pitching moment if the downwash affects mostly that 
part of the wing ahead of the moment reference centre. 
Figure 86 shows the effect of canard 
incidence change for the power-off, augmentor open 
configuration. These results are s1milar but contain 
several anomalous variations. 
From the intersection points of the canard 
on/off pitching Inoment curves, where the canard angle of 
attack is zero, the upwash at the canard location can be 
obtained from 
€"C = -lo(w of- \. Co) 
26 












The available data are plotted i-1 Figure 87 and show OE:-c ~ o-S' 
"l).(. 
from the VTOL 3 tests for the cnnfiguration tested at 
C
J 
__ 1.25. The effect of CJ on upwash at the canard is 
AUG 
very small, as indicated by the intersections in Figures 
83(a), (b) and (c). 
Figure 88 shows the effect of canard flap 
deflection on CL, CD and CM· 
6.10.2 Lateral/Directional 
Lateral data were collected with the canard 
at a high lift setting, viz. ic = + 100 and J = + 300 c • 
A comparison, with canard-off data, (Figure 89) shows a small 
increaDe in C1 and a larger increase in Cn· 
Figure 90 shows no change in the effect 
of yaw on longitudinal coefficients when the canard was 
installed. The comparison tests were made with ot = 0 and 
SF = 300 with positive and negative lift on the canard. 
There was no observable effect of the canard on the augmentor 
performance. 
27 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
(i) Rearward deflection of the fuselage augmentor 
nozzle thrust direction by about 150 resulted in 
much improved longitudinal acceleration capability. 
(ii) Reducing diffuser area ratio was not an effective 
(iii) 
means of increasing acceleration capability for the 
configuration with all augmentor nozzles operating. 
Some benefit at high spe~d was noted for the case 
where one half of the augmentor nozzles were 
operating. With augmentor endplates removed the 
effect of reducing DAR was small but favourable. 
Removing the front aug~entor endplate had a 
beneficial effect on acceleration due to the rear-
ward deflection of fuselage augmentor efflux caused 
thereby. 
(iv) Removing both endplates, a sign1ficant practical 
(v) 
case, also caused an improvement in acceleration, 
especially at high forward speed. 
Thrust transfer from fuselage augmentor to rear 
propulsion nozzle was most benefic1al when the front 
and rear quarters of the aug~entor were shut down 
and augmento~ endplates were removed. This 
configuration ~:ovided a good acceleration 
capability to full scale speeds in excess of 
140 knots. 
28 






















The wing-borne configuration or jet-flap mode 
(i.e. fuselage augmentor sealed and thrust trans-
ferred to the rear propulsion nozzle) demonstrated 
excellent acceleration capability at low speed -
nearly 0.4g with IF = 400 and ~ = + 100 at 
100 knots full-scale. 
Interference effects of the fuselage augmentor on 
lift characteristics of the model were again shown 
to be minimal. The influence of intake momentum 
on drag and pitching moment was as ~~pected. 
SiMilar effects on lateral/directional derivatives 
are strong but well ordered. Further study is 
required in this area. 
Tests of a canard surface mounted below the w~ng 
chord datum showed no adverse effects on the 
fuselage augmentor operation. The downwash from 
the lifting canard apparently unloads the wing 
somewhat. The upwash at the canard due to the 
wing gave a value of ()Ec/)o() about 0.5. 
A leading-edge slat added to the outer w~ng panels 
extended the low inducee drag character~stics of 
the model to high angles of attack. The induced 
drag factor 'k' was approximately 1.0 over a w~de 
range of angle of attack and jet coefficient both 
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A fuselage augmentor exit rake showed an increase 
of exit thrust with forward speed and quite small 
effects of angle of attack. A source of inter-
ference on exit thrust was believed to be a flow 
separation emanating from the front augrnentor 
endp1ates. 
30 
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= aspect ratio 
= mean aerodynamic chord (m.a.c.) 
= correc!ed drag coefficient 
= effective drag coeff1cient (see Section 6.8.1) 
= uncorrected drag coefficient 
= T .. /qS 








XN /qs R 
XN /qs w 
lift coefhc1ent 









tail (or canard) lift coefficient 
rolling moment coefficient 
pitching moment coeff1cient (see Table 1) 
yawing moment coeff1c1ent 
side force coeff1cient 
balance drag force 
drag component of fuselage augmentor thrust 
(q = 0) 
drag component of rear nozzle thrust (q = 0) 
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= drag component of wing augmentor thrust (q = 0) 
= diffuser area ratio 
OHC = The De Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Limited 
E/P = endplate 
ic = canard incidence 
k = induced drag ~actor 
L = lift force 
Lp = lift component of fuselage augmentor thrust (q = 0) 
LR = lift component of rear nozzle thruRt (q = 0) 
Lw = lift component of wing augmentor thrust (q = 0) 
L/E = leading-edge 
M = pitching moment 














= fuselage augmentor nozzle pressure ratio 













reference pressure in J97 exhaust duct 
wind tunnel dynamic head (lb/ft2) 
reference pressure rat10 (PFl/Pa) 
gross wing a~ea 
ambient temperature 
thickness/chord ratio 
(XAUG + XAUG + XBASE) at q = 0 F W 
aircraft weight 
fuselage augmentor thrust (= ¢G 
F 
wing augmentor thrust (= ¢G .XN ) W W 
























= fuselage augmentor nozzle thrust 
= rear (propulsive) nozzle thrust 
= 
wing augmentor nozzle thrust 
QIl, J e '} = 
O(W 












uncorrected angle of attack 
sideslip angle 
canard flap deflection angle 
wing augmentor flap deflect10n angle 
fuselage augmentor nozzle deflection angle 
(measured f~om z axis) 








(XAUG /x-- ) at q = 0 F -~F 
(XAUG + XDASE)j'~ at q F F 
, 0 
= Fuselage augmentor eX1t thrust as obtained by 
rake survey / XN F 
= XAUG /XN W W 
at q = 0 
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TABLE 1 GEOMETRY OF J-97 POWERED, EXTERNAL 
AUGMENTOR V/STOL MODEL 
Wing 
Area, gross 141 ft2 
Area, net 97 ft 2 
Span 15.25 ft. 
Aspect ratio 1.65 
tic 6i-
m.a.c. 12.68 ft. 
Chord on Fuselage Centreline 16.92 ft. 
Fuse1.lqe 
Overall length approx. 28 ft. 
Fin 
Area 22.4 ft2 
Span (above fuselage top) 4.33 ft. 
Aspect ratio 0.84 
Canard 
Area (exposed/gross) 15.0/24.2 ft 2 
Span 8.83 ft. 
Aspect ratio 3.23 
Tail volume coeffic~ent (gross) 0.158 
Moment reference centre (w~ng leading edge Jo~nt, on 
wlng chord datum' 
Distance ahead of rear strut locat~on i = 44.0" 
(also equal to 47.2% of m.a.c.) 
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TABLE 2 GEOMETRY OF FUSELAGE AUGMENTOR 
Augmentor 
Chordwise length 
Throat w~dth (LT) 
Exit width (LE) 
Diffuser area ratio (LE 
Length (min) (L) 
Mean nozzle width (t) 
/L 
T 
Augmentor length ratio (L/_) 
t 
Nozzles 
Total geometr~c exit area (per side) 
Number of nozzles (per side) 
Area (per nozzle) 
Aspe~t rat~o (AR) 
Span (bN) 
Th~cknes.· at exit (tN) 
Pitch (p) 
P~tch rat~o (p/_) 
t 
DHC-DND 80-1 
= 92 in. 
= 10.5 in. 
~ variable 
= 34 in. 
= 0.457 in. 
= 74 
= 42.3 :tn. 2 
= 25 
= 1. 693 in. 
= 60 
= 10.12 in. 
= 0.167 l.n. 
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Span (per w~ng) = 69.5 in. 
Total nozzle area (par w~ng) = 11. 5 ~n. 2 ~ 
:; 
! Bay spans 24.25 22.75 22.5 in. ( 
Nozzle area/bay 4.88 3.73 2.88 in. 2 
Mean nozzle width t 0.201 0.164 0.128 ~n. 
Number of nozzles (N) 15 17 22 
Area per nozzle (~) 0.321) 0.219 0.131 ~n. 2 
P~tch :p) 1.60 1.32 1. 01 ~n. 
Nozzle span (b) 3.61 2.96 2.29 ~n . 
Nozzle th~ckness ( t) .091 .074 • 057 in. 
Nozzle aspect rat~o (AR) 40 40 40 
Throat (mid span) (LT) 4.17 3.40 2.65 in. 
EXlt (m~d span) (LE) 6.67 5.44 4.24 in. 
Diffuser area rat~o LE 1.60 1.60 1. 60 
/L 
T 
Nozzle ~n1et area/ex~t area 5.0 5.0 5.0 
Augmentor length (m~d span) 17.3 14.7 12.1 ~n .. 
(L) 
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RUN HISTORY VTOL-3 TESTS (T-542) SHEET 1 
MODEL CONFIGURATION TEST CONDITION CANARD DAR E/P's AUG. AUG. EXIT 
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STATIC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY - VTOL 2 Tr:STS Sheet 1 
RAKE NOZZLES END- AT RPR = 2.3 PLATES REMARKS ~GF+B 9F+S 
OFF FULL ON 1.54 13.8
1 ON " " 1.57 .i 12.21 
" " " Inlet Gaps Sealed with RTV 1. 50 13.3 






" 1.54 11.4 
OFF " " 1.51 15.0 
" " 
II Some Inlet Fa~ring Screws Tightened 1.51 14.8 
ON " " Some Force Data Not Acquired 1.51 12.2 
" " " Repeat of Run 40 1.51 13.0 














1 30 1.6 
7 " " 
13 " " 
18 " 1.0 
22 " " 
26 " 1.6 
31 " " 
32 " " 
49 " " 
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62 " 0.5 
66 " 1.0 
70 " " 
74 " 1.6 
77 " 0.5 
- - -- ---- --- ~~-.-.----~~ 
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STATIC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY - VTOL 3 TESTS Sheet 2 
RAKE NOZZLES END- AT RPR = 1.3 PLATES REl-1ARKS I SlIC;F+B 9 F+B ON FULL ON 1.5:) 14.6 
OFF " r'RONT 1.42 22.7 OFF 
" " 
BOTH 
1.37 15.5 OFf' 
" " " 1.26 12.9 
" " 
FRONT 
1.27 13.8 OFF 
" " ON 1.55 15.8 
" ALTERNATE " 1.41 8.3 
" " " Rear Calibra~~on Nozzle Installed 1.46 9.3 
" " 
FRONT 




1.24 15.0 OFF 




" CENTRB OFF Inlet Covers Off 1.08 11. 3 
.-
" " " Inlet Covers On 1.08 12.6 
" " " " " " 1.08 13.7 
. 
" " " " " " 0.B6 14.5 
------_ ... - >-
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TRANSITION Cor~FIGURATIONS TESTED 
(T538 & T542; VTOL 2 AND 3 TESTS) 













FRONT OFF 30 30 
BOTH OFF 30 30 
ON 30,30R 
45R 
FRONT OFF 30 
BOTH OFF 30 30 
BOTH OFF NO INLET COVERS 30 
BOTH OFF WITH INLET COVERS 30 30 
REMOVED POWER ON 
REMOVED POWER OFF 
NUMERALS SHOWN REFER TO FLAP ANGLES TESTED. 
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